Railway solutions
With Relion® 670 series.

Protection, control and monitoring for 16.7/50/60 Hz systems. Providing fast, reliable data to safeguard your critical electrical equipment.

---

**ABB’s technological proficiency**

With complete functionalities for line, transformer, catenary, control packed in one.

---

**Sustainable lifecycle promise**

Built on ABB’s flagship Relion 670 series, supported by efficient and flexible protection and control IED manager, PCM600.

---

**Future proof**

Enabling digitalization, cyber security, IEC 61850 communication - all in one product.

---

Transformer protection for reliable, high-performance and flexible applications

Simplified distance protection for your catenary infrastructure

Fast and reliable line protection for all types of power system grounding

Control functions for optimized control and reliable operation of the devices in your switchyard

Safeguarding your assets with RER670